
 

Show Writer 

Adapted from American Kennel Club Beagle Breed Standards 

By J. Evan Ramos 

Breed 

WRITER 

Head 

The skull, bulging with the experience of life, should be fairly large, only a small degree 

of curvature at occiput, with a cranium that is robust and oblong in shape. (5 pts.) 

Ears--Large, open, and deeply crevassed--able to trap and channel sounds in its 

grooves. Listening to everything, hearing and retaining it all. (10 pts.) Eyes--Eyes 

medium sized, placed one eye length apart, droopy with dark puffed out bags 

underneath--expression distant and heavy with the weight of the world; of a dark 

brown, blue, or green color. (5 pts.) Muzzle--Muzzle of short length, tapering towards 

the mouth--curved--round--the stop completely defined, the mouth mostly silent. (5 

pts.) Jaws--Lips devoid of flews--tight and thin--bursting forth with intangible concepts 

and over-dramatized language; nostrils large and flaring. Defects--A large skull with a 

sloshing mind inside, arrogant and wordy in thought; tiny ill proportioned ears--closed 

to the sounds of the world; oversized protruding muzzle with flapping lips--large mouth 

with powerful vocal cords; producing a bay that sounds like a squealing pig. 

 

Body 

 



 

Neck and Throat--Neck slightly protruding from the shoulders, short distance from the 

head to the heart, solid in musculature yet not loaded, a thick base for the large head. 

The throat tight and small; wrinkles are permitted but only produced by wisdom. (5 

pts.) Defects--Long gangly neck causing a head that whips back and forth easily; large 

mouthy throat--never silent--wrinkles creased into the skin from stress and anger.   

 

Shoulders and Chest 

Shoulders hunching slightly forward--stiff, lean--implying the relentlessness of writing, 

the feeling of captivity and freedom all at once. Chest concave, but bulging at the 

heart, bringing the shoulders closer together to be closer to the page. (15 pts.) 

Defects--Wide protruding chest, swelling with pride; aligned shoulders maintaining 

perfect posture because of lack of load.   

 

Back, Loin and Ribs 

Back curved forward, frail yet resilient. Loin thin and flat, and the ribs curling in, 

providing a lack of space for lung expanding--every breath counts. (15 pts.) 

Defects--Straight back, toned and powerful. Loin arched. Ribs curled and large like a 

barrel, tons of lung room. 

 

Forearms and Hands 

Forearms--gangly, with minimal bone density--long, to reach out. Hands--Wiry and 

agile; pads chapped and callused. (10 pts.) Defects--Arms meaty, with thick curving 

 



 

muscles. Hands short, large, and round. Fingers rigid and stout--made to be tightened 

into fists--bashing through.   

 

Hips, Thighs, Hind Legs and Feet 

Hips and thighs thick but lacking much muscle, much cushion for long periods of 

sitting and contemplation. Hocks soft, asymmetrical and slightly bent. Feet wandering 

yet tired. Defects--Solid and strong, ankles loaded with muscles like springs. Fast. 

Sleek. (20 pts.)  

 

Pen or Pencil 

Pen half full of ink, wet at the tip and gnawed on the top. Pencil indented and chipped, 

perfectly sharpened then dulled then sharpened again. Tired from all thoughtfully 

placed words, eraser warn; faded from pink to grey to black. (5 pts.) 

Defects--Shiny--new--unused. 

 

Coat 

Shaggy, curled, or unkempt. Signs of tugging, roots turning white--showing wisdom 

through pain, experience, love, and loss. (5 pts.)  

 

Color 

Any, with little sprouting of grey. 

 

 



 

General Appearance 

Wizened by age, looking tired and used; but youthful in soul and creativity. Passionate 

about the world, the good and bad. Always pressing forward. Writing and writing. 

 


